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1> On the show Sanctuary, what kind of creature does big Bertha resemble? 

 
2> Approximately how old is Dr. Helen Magnus on the show Sanctuary? 

 
3> On the show Sanctuary, who is the vampire? 

 
4> On the hit TV show Sanctuary, who did Will Zimmerman work for before he 

joined the sanctuary? 

 
5> What School did the "five" attend on the show Sanctuary? 

 
6> On the TV show Sanctuary, who does most of the cleaning and general 

household chores? 
 

7> What is the name of Helen Magnus' daughter on the TV show Sanctuary? 
 

8> Who is the father of Dr. Magnus' daughter on the TV show Sanctuary? 
 

9> On the TV show Sanctuary, which character has the ability to turn invisible? 
 

10> Henry Foss is a valuable member of the team on the TV show Sanctuary. 
What is his ability? 

 
11> What was the name of the virus that the Cabal released to kill all the 

abnormals on the TV show Sanctuary?  
 

12> Which one of the "Five" on the show Sanctuary is Jack the Ripper? 
 

13> On the TV show Sanctuary, Henry Foss become involved with which semi-
regular character? 

 
14> On the TV show Sanctuary, what is the name of the restaurant where Abby 

and Will never seem to reach? 
 

15> Will becomes involved with an abnormal on the show Sanctuary. What is her 
talent? 
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16> On the hit show Sanctuary, what is Nikola Tesla's favourite drink? 

 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> Spider - Big Bertha is one of the most powerful abnormals.  
2> 270 - She stays young due to the vampire blood in her body.  

3> Nikola Telsa - Nikola is de-vamped by his own invention.  
4> FBI - After being fired from the FBI, he worked with the Old City Police 

Department for a brief period.  
5> Oxford - They were also specializing in different fields when they began their 

experiments with vampire blood.  
6> Big Foot - Big foot was once a patient of Dr. Magnus. He now remains and 

helps around the house.  
7> Ashley - Imogene is transformed into an extremely powerful abnormal by the 

Cabal.  
8> John Druit - After receiving the vampire blood, John was able to teleport.  

9> Nigel Griffin - Nigel passes this gift onto his children.   
10> He is a werewolf - Henry is the computer geek on the show.   

11> Lazarus - This virus was engineered to change an abnormal's personality, 
before killing them. The virus was released in Alaska.   

12> John Druit - Adam is Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. John is in love with Helen.  
13> Erika Myers - Erika becomes pregnant. She is also a werewolf.   

14> Alfredo's - Will uses Helen's name to reserve the back room, but something 
always happens before they are able to get to the restaurant.  

15> She can turn invisible - Clara Griffin is the daughter of Nigel the invisible 
man. She is killed on an attack of the London sanctuary.   

16> Wine - Nikola claims that he cannot get drunk because of his vampire blood. 
He is always raiding Helen's wine cellar.   
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